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Partnership News
March/April 2020

CEO’s welcome
Dear Colleagues

during these difficult and

planned a trust-wide event for

uncharted times.

the summer term which is

When we all returned to school

Congratulations!
Jigsaw PSHE
flagship status
Congratulations to
Bromet Primary
School who have just
been awarded Jigsaw
PSHE Flagship Status.

The Jigsaw award
acknowledges the
PSHE learning in
school which, in
addition to PSHE
lessons, includes the
school ethos and the
additional pastoral
support and
enrichment activities
that support the
children.
Thanks to everyone
on their hard work on
achieving this award.

aimed at supporting children’s

after the Christmas holidays,

Just before the schools closed,

none of us could possibly have

Patrick McAteer (Chair of the

foreseen the circumstances in

Agora Trust Board) and I began

which we would end the term.

a series of visits to our schools

We are, as has been said

which included meeting with

frequently in the last few weeks,

support staff colleagues.

in unprecedented times.

Although we only managed a

Therefore, I want to start by

couple of visits before the

saying a huge, huge thank you to

school closures, I would like to

each and every one of you for all

say how pleased we were to be

you have done, and are

able to meet with support staff

continuing to do, to help the

colleagues and to hear their

There are many other things

children and their families to

views. Once we return to

about my visits to schools that I

cope with the current uncertain

‘normal’, Pat and I will

could mention here but space

situation in which we all find

recommence our visits so that

is limited and I know that there

ourselves.

we have the chance to hold

is much to read in each

these meetings in each of our
As the Coronavirus situation

school’s contribution to this

Agora schools. In the

began to unfold, I was concerned

newsletter. So, I would like to

meantime, if you do have any

that schools would not have the

end this message by re-

suggestions or questions please

time, or the capacity, to prepare

iterating my deepest thanks to

do not hesitate to email or call

their contribution to a newsletter

you all. Your work in schools

me.

and your support for the

this term. However, I was

mental health awareness. When
I met with the group, I was
impressed by their teamwork
and their engagement in this
worthwhile project. If
circumstances prevent the
event taking place in June as
planned, we will find another
date when things are back to
normal.

children makes a difference

delighted when all the heads

In addition to the meetings with

were keen to go ahead as they

some support staff colleagues, I

wanted to make sure they had

recently had the pleasure of

I would also like to say please,

the opportunity to share their

meeting with pupil

please look after yourselves

news with colleagues across our

representatives on our Agora

and be sure to follow all the

Agora family.

Junior Leadership Team. This

advice we are being given by

‘Trust Schools’ Council’ initiative
I therefore very much hope that

the government and health

is being led by Mikki Caplan,

the newsletter will not only be of

officials at the moment.

Deputy Headteacher at Oxhey

interest to you all but that it will

Wood Primary School. The

also offer a glimpse of normality

Junior Leadership Team met
during the first half of term and

every single day.

With my very best wishes
Lynne

Work together, learn together, succeed together
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The Grange Academy
ROYAL ALBERT HALL
On Sunday 8th March
2020 The Grange
Academy were one of
100 primary schools
who took part in The
2020 Hertfordshire
Schools’ Gala held at

by the secondary pupils,

we looked at the

not only watching them

difference in famous

perform as choirs and

people as well as people

the orchestra but there

in our school

were additional

community. In the

performances by

afternoon the children

instrumental and dance

had a PSHE lesson on

groups.

clean and kind words
and took part in a poster

the Royal Albert
The Grange Academy
Sparhawke
Letchworth Garden City
SG6 4PY

design competition. The

Hall celebrating music

winning posters can be

making in primary and

seen all around the

secondary schools

school.

across Hertfordshire.
Pupils from year 5 and 6
represented the school.

Headteacher:

They sang beautifully

Amanda Hopwood

and showed real
resilience with the early

www.grange.herts.sch.uk

morning start and long
morning rehearsal.

Learning for life

It was a long day leaving
school at 7:00 am but as
the children walked out
for the long morning
practice the

The concert was based

exclamations of sheer

on a new commission I

delight at seeing the size

am Alban by UK

of the Royal Albert Hall

composer Anne Dudley,

made the long day

based on the story of

worthwhile. They were

Saint Alban with lyrics by

equally enthralled when

As well as the annual

Ian McMillan, as well as

they had an audience in

‘book character’ dress;

arrangements of Reach

front of them. A very

the staff at The Grange

(S Club 7), Happy

memorable; magic day.

Academy baked a book

(Pharrell Williams) and

WORLD BOOK DAY –
BOOK BAKE OFF

themed cake. The
DRESS TO BE

children voted for the

DIFFERENT

top bake. The entries

On Friday 14th February

were then raffled with

The massed primary and

2020 we held a Dress to

eight excited children

secondary choirs

be Different Day as part

taking a cake home for

alongside the County

of our value of the

tea. The winning entry

Youth Choir were

month – equality. We

was The Gruffalo and

supported by the

used the day to

was made by the very

Hertfordshire Schools’

celebrate difference and

talented Mrs Curd who

Symphony Orchestra. It

Coldplay’s A Sky Full of
Stars.

each and every one of us

works as a teaching

was lovely for the

dressed ‘differently.’ We

Assistant in Year 4.

children to be inspired

had an assembly where

Agora Learning Partnership
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The Grange Academy (cont.)

There was some
Other entries included
two Mr Men books – Mr
Happy and Mr Bump, the
Lion Who Came to Tea,
Hodegheg, a Harry
Potter cake, Dr Seuss
and Charlie and the
Chocolate factory.

All

very sweet indeed!
A BIT OF ROMANCE
The story of Romeo and
Juliet came to life for

amazing writing that
followed the visit
including Agony Aunt
letters and an informal
recount of Romeo
meeting Juliet with
selfies and some
entertaining modern
chat up lines such as “I
can’t live without his
pearly whites in my life.”
Marking their writing was
entertaining!

years 5 and 6 with a
visiting theatre group
where the pupils
became the actors. The
children literally cried
with laughter at the
performances of their
classmates. Romeo and
Juliet had sore hands
with all the high 5’s
(replacing kissing).

Work together, learn together, succeed together
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Meryfield Community Primary School
We have had another

Children and staff

eventful term and the

dressed up as engineers,

children and staff have

mad scientists and

had plenty to look

characters from the
book and we spent the

forward to, from school

Meryfield Community
Primary School
Theobald Street
Borehamwood
WD6 4PA
Headteacher:
Alex Gage (Mrs)
www.meryfield.herts.sch.uk

trips, sports events and

In the afternoon we

day designing and

class assemblies on

were archaeologists,

making inventions.

Ancient Greeks, Mary

sorting through the ruins

These included

Anning’s diary entry and

of London to find out

parachutes, weight-

the Rainforest. The

which building was

bearing bridges and

events were well

destroyed. To help us,

many of the children's

received and there was

we also had items the

own ideas such as a

lots of fun involved.

occupants saved to

robotic arm and a hot air

Despite the current

provide further clues as

balloon hotel! These

situation and cancelling

to the building's use. We

creative sessions

or having to postpone

had an amazing day!

inspired a variety of

recent events the

writing opportunities

children and staff all

ranging from

remained in good spirit!

instructions and

Believe and Achieve

explanation texts to
GREAT FIRE OF

writing school reports

LONDON

for Rosie Revere. It was a

As part of our Great Fire

memorable and fun day

of London topic we

WORLD BOOK DAY

were visited by Mistress

Meryfield marked World

Sue from History Off the

Book Day by celebrating

Page. We carried out

reading in style with a

various jobs from 17th

focus on the book,

century London

"Rosie Revere -

including being a tanner,

Engineer."

for us all.

a chandler, a weaver and
a scrivener. Some of us
made button moulds
from clay and Sue
demonstrated how a
pewter button would be
cast. We consolidated
our learning about the
Great Fire of London and
Sue had a fantastic map
of London in 1666 which
we could all sit around.

Agora Learning Partnership
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Wilbury Junior School
The spring term has
been another busy term
for all the staff and
children here at Wilbury.
We have continued with
our implementation of

Year 5

our new curriculum and

Wilbury Junior School

each year group
launched their topics

HATCHING EGGS

with hook days; year six

We had some very

learnt some Amazon

exciting visitors just

survival skills!

Year 6
FOREST SCHOOL

CURRICULUM

we hatched some eggs.
were captivated by the

term we had forest

hatching eggs and

school week. Each of the

couldn’t wait to handle

classes had

the chicks.

groups to work in our
newly renovated forest
area, carving sticks and

Our main corridor in

creating artworks from

school shows the

natural materials.

learning journey of the
creative curriculum topic
for each year group:

Year 3

Year 4

Work together, learn together, succeed together

Letchworth Garden City SG6
4DU
Headteacher:
Chelsea Atkins

All the children and staff

In the first half of the

opportunities in small
CREATIVE

before half term when

Bedford Road

wilbury.herts.sch.uk
Together, believe, achieve,
shine
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Wilbury Junior School (cont.)
DJEMBE DRUM
Since September the
children in year three
have been learning to
play the Djembe drum
with our teacher Chris.
They are really enjoying
this and have come a
long way with their skills.

have been given the role
of supporting children
that have missed parts of
lessons and welcoming
visitors into the class. This
role supports the children
who are part of
interventions to pick up
on any lost learning and
supports the mentors
themselves by
encouraging them to
explain their learning to
others.
WORLD BOOK DAY
World book day was
marked at Wilbury with a
variety of activities;
teachers choosing a
favourite book to share
with another class, tasks
linked to our guided
reading books, a whole
school assembly and a
guess the teacher’s
favourite book
competition.

LEARNING MENTORS

SPORT RELIEF

This half term we have set

Last week we raised

up Learning Mentors in

money for Sport Relief by

our classrooms. Each

running a dodgeball

class has two mentors for

competition and a non-

maths, English and

uniform day.

foundation subjects.
These children are
chosen for their excellent
attitude to learning and

Agora Learning Partnership
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Warren Dell Primary School
AN AMAZING SPRING
TERM AT WARREN
DELL
Warren Dell started the
term sharing an INSET
day with Oxhey Wood,
clarifying our vision and

family members and the
children have worked
together to make
models, posters, maps
and PowerPoint
presentations to share
their learning.

Take One Book/Picture

Warren Dell Primary

aims and spending time

Fundraising this term has

week was based around

thinking about our own

included a film night and

Flotsam: the work

mental health and

a Valentine disco. The

completed by the

wellbeing. Early in

children will also have

children in terms of their

January 18 schools

the opportunity to

writing, discussions and

visited Warren Dell as

choose a mother’s day

art work is of a very high

part of the work

present during the

standard and the

Headteacher:

expected as a Flagship

school day to take

displays in our school

Jenny Morley

School for Inclusion.

home.

corridors celebrate this.

Two weeks after this we
had our flagship status

Finally, we have had

assessment visit which

some individual and

was successful and

team successes this

identified so many

term; one of our

strengths in school,

children has been

including our Cherry

offered a scholarship to
Children have enjoyed a

attend Aldenham School

Viking Day, Rio Day and

from September and

a Pirate Day to support

another has been

their topic learning.

offered a contract to

STEM week included

perform in a very famous

some science

West End Musical. Our

workshops and maths

Year 1 and 2 football

investigations and

team took part in a

finished with an

tournament with

Enterprise Market where

Colnbrook School and

every class sold

Oxhey Wood and came

something they had

first. Our Year 5 and 6

It has been great to see

designed and made over

football team took part

so many parents come

the week.

in a Premier League

Tree classes based on
the Thrive approach, as
well as the sense of
community throughout
school.

and enjoy reading

tournament at Watford

breakfasts, stay and learn

FC training ground and

and class assemblies.

came 2nd out of 32

This term we introduced

teams and have been

some new project home

invited to take part in the

learning with the most

Premier League football

fantastic results! Parents,

final with teams across
the UK at Vicarage Road
i M

Work together, learn together, succeed together

School Gosforth Lane
South Oxhey
Watford
WD19 7UZ

www.warrendellprimary.co
.uk
@WarrenDellPrim
Together everyone
achieves more
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Alban Wood Primary School & Nursery
BRING A DISH

FOOTBALL

MORNING - EYFS

TOURNAMENT
On Friday 31st January
we took 8 boys to a
football tournament run
by Watford FC. We were
extremely excited by the
opportunity to take part

Alban Wood Primary

in this event which

School and Nursery

included a total of 32

The Brow

schools! The

Watford

competition was tough

WD25 7NX

and we played some
very good teams. Our

Executive Headteacher:

boys displayed excellent

Paul Sutton

resilience, even when we
didn't get the results we

Head of School:
Hazel Pinder

Reception and Nursery

were hoping for. They

enjoyed ‘Bring a Dish’ on

YEAR 5 MATHEMATICS

kept going and didn't

29 January. They

CHALLENGE

give up, displaying

created flags and found

An intrepid team of

fantastic teamwork and

out information about

Mathematicians went to

communication. We

their chosen country

the Grove Academy to

even got the chance to

such as how to say

participate in the Year 5

meet some of the

We value: Respect,

hello! It was great to see

Maths Challenge

Watford players! A huge

Kindness, Ambition

so many parents join us

alongside 22 other

well done to the boys

and for so many dishes

teams. The questions

that took part. You were

from around the world

were extremely

great ambassadors for

to try! We ended the

challenging, but they

the school and made us

event with two dances in

worked very hard and

very proud.

French- Tête, Épaules,

demonstrated excellent

Genoux et Pieds (head,

team work. They scored

shoulders, knees and

highly, in a very

toes) and tchou tchou

competitive heat, we will

wa where many of the

find out shortly if they

Reception children sang

made the final.... but

along too!

whatever happens they

albanwood.herts.sch.uk

@albanwoodschool

made us extremely
proud.

Agora Learning Partnership
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Alban Wood Primary School & Nursery
(cont.)
focus, and learn about our

sensory opportunities to

feelings and wellbeing” –

provide vestibular and

Maddie and Allex

tactile stimulation.

are very proud of our

During this term, we

In the autumn term, we

Nurture and Wellbeing

celebrated Children’s

began the ‘Bucket full of

provision.

Mental Health Week with

Kindness’ initiative,

WELLBEING
At Alban Wood Primary
School and Nursery we

the theme being ‘Find

designed to help children

Our daily Nurture room

Your Brave’. We started

and adults to recognise

provides KS1 children with

the week with a whole

their own and each

social and emotional

school assembly, where

other’s kindness. Children

support and provides

we discussed how we use

can then add a star to

support to children

our bravery and how it

their class bucket and

transitioning into KS2. We

makes us feel. The

track how many they

also have a couple of

children were then

collect each week. The

children from upper key

challenged to create a

idea being that they get

stage 2, who still benefit

piece of work about when

kinder each week!

from our nurture

they found and used their

provision so they attend

bravery. We had some

to support the younger

great ideas, ranging from

children throughout their

jumping in the deep end

play. We have afternoon

of the pool, to calling for

tea weekly, where we are

help when they found

joined by other members

their mum collapsed at

of the school community

home.

- this could be siblings,

‘Wellbeing Wizards’ were

staff, governors, members

also chosen (via

of the PTA and visitors

application!) from Year 6

from other schools.

and assigned to each
class. They can be called

We have daily Wellbeing

upon during

Interventions that support

play/lunchtimes to

children from Year 1

support children to feel

through to Year 6, where

The Wellbeing team has

happier if they are

we focus on

also just invested in a

unhappy with a situation

perseverance,

variety of sensory

or need someone to play

gratefulness, overcoming

equipment, a punch bag,

or talk to. This is a new

challenges, building our

battle ropes and a

role, which will continue

resilience and showing

hanging rope course.

to be developed,

respect to ourselves and

These will enhance the

following feedback from

each other.

provision for using

the children on what has

physical activity to diffuse

been successful.

“We find the wellbeing
interventions helpful and
fun because we do fun
activities that help us

negative feelings, and will
stock our outdoor room
‘The Den’ with various

Work together, learn together, succeed together
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Oxhey Wood Primary School
An exciting spring term

some great suggestions

help the children learn

at Oxhey Wood.

to further develop at

about road safety.

The term started with an
INSET day where staff
thought about our core
purpose and what we
need to do to achieve it.

Oxhey Wood Primary
School
Oxhey Drive

Oxhey Wood. The
children involved with
the Erasmus trip to Spain
sold cakes to fund raise
over the two days.

We also spent time

The children enjoyed a

thinking about our own

‘Valentine’ disco at the

mental health and

end of half term and will

wellbeing.

also join in with buying a

The mini police project

gift for Mother’s Day to
further raise funds.

Over this term different
classes have presented

South Oxhey

with year 5 finished in

Watford

January and Years 3 and

year to the rest of the

WD19 7SL

4 have been enjoying

school and parent in

their learning this school

some keeping healthy

their class assembly. It

Headteacher:

sessions provided by

was great to see how

Jenny Morley

Apex; this links into our

confident and articulate

oxheywood.herts.sch.uk

Ready, respect, safe

@WoodOxhey

PSHE topic of being

STEM week took place

healthy. Our Junior

earlier in the term and

Leadership team has

the children enjoyed

been involved with all

coming in dressed as a

other schools in South

TT Rock Star Hero to

Oxhey to deliver a

join in with times tables

reading project within

challenges and

the community; they

competitions. There was

have made posters and

an amazing science

have decorated stones

workshop with Nursery

that will be hidden

holding their own

within the community.

science fair for parents.

When a child finds a

Along with other schools

rock they will receive a

in the Trust every class

new book to read in

used the book Flotsam

exchange. Children in

to develop creative ideas

Years 1 and 2 took part

and vocabulary as well

in a football tournament

as producing some high

between Oxhey Wood,

quality art work. World

Colnbrook and Warren

Book Day was a great

Dell.

success with an exciting

It was great to see so
many parents at parents
evening who shared

the children were at
speaking to a large
audience.
Finally, more recently we
held Mother Tongue
Day; a day where staff,
parents and relatives
came in to share their
home language and
traditions with the
children. It was a brilliant
day where traditional
food, clothing as well as
a different language was
shared with the children.

assembly to share
costumes. Our ‘Lollipop
Lady’ visited Nursery to

Agora Learning Partnership
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Bromet Primary School
This term is always

In January Judge Paul

special as each class

Middleton Roy led an

presents an assembly to

assembly before visiting

their key stage, siblings

Eagle Class to discuss

and parents. It is lovely

law and society amongst

to see them share their

many other aspects of

learning with enthusiasm

his role. After the visit he

ranging from Rosa Parks

wrote a very

to science experiments

complimentary letter

to whole class

praising the children for

In February some

drumming PE sessions.

their behaviour and

members of our boys

range of questions.

and girls football teams

Each term the School

Bromet Primary School
Oxhey Road

competed at the Premier

Council selects 3

League Primary Stars

charities which are

Watford
WD19 4SG
Headteacher:
Maria Pace

Tournament at Watford

displayed in our

FC’s training ground.

entrance. The children

www.bromet.herts.sch.uk

then ‘earn’ counters
@BrometPrimary

according to their House
colour. This might be for
an exceptional piece of

Excellence, enjoyment and

work; an exemplary

NSPCC Number Day - a

attitude; outstanding

day filled with numbers!

effort or going above

We raised £180 for the

and beyond with

NSPCC

achievement for all

kindness and support for
their peers. They will
then get to put a
counter in the charity
box of their choice. At
the end of the term the
charity with the most
counters will receive a
donation from the
school. At the end of last
term the ‘Children with
Cancer UK’ charity
received the most
tokens and we donated
a sum of money to them
on behalf of the
children.

Work together, learn together, succeed together

ANNUAL TALENT SHOW

One of the highlights of
the term is our annual
talent show. We are
always impressed with
the confidence and
diversity of the
performances.
Congratulations to all
the entrants. It makes
the staff very proud.
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Bromet Primary School (cont.)
Thank you to the Mayor,

national costume and

Peter Taylor for taking

discuss their heritage.

time out of his busy

Parents supplied classes

schedule to help judge!

with tasting dishes of
food from all around the
world!

World Book Day was
slightly different this year,
we asked the children to
dress in pyjamas and
bring in their favourite
In February it was lovely

book. Every child then

to welcome members of

decorated a t-shirt with

staff from our partner

their favourite story. We

schools in Tenerife and

also had some of our

Cordoba. They were

governors sharing their

impressed with both the

favourite stories as well.

school and pupils. They
were looking forward to
coming back in June
with 71 Spanish children
from their schools!

As part of our PSHE we
have a whole school
display of ‘Garden of

In March we held a bake

Dreams’ where the

sale to raise money for

children create art work

the Cordoba trip –

that shows their hopes

thanks to parents and

and dreams for the future.

carers we raised over
£260!

MOTHER TONGUE DAY,
27TH FEBRUARY

The children were very
proud to wear their

Agora Learning Partnership
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The Orchard Primary School
It has been an incredibly

Year 4 children took part

busy term at Orchard;

in The Premier League

we would like to share

Primary Stars 5-a-side

with you all the learning

Tournament.

and different events and
activities which have
taken place under our

We have also taken part

three areas of our vision:

in many of the festivals

Physically, Academically

offered, including the

and Creatively Fit For

Year 4 indoor athletics

Life…

tournament, where our
Year 4 children took part

PHYSICALLY FIT FOR

in a range of field and

LIFE

track events. We also

As part of our vision to

took some of our Year 6

be physically fit for life,

children to the indoor

we have again taken part

athletics event where

in many of the activities

our girls’ team made it

offered by the School

through to the final and

Sports Partnership. We

were able to represent

have continued to

the school yet again!

partake in both the
football and netball

Our Year 3 children have

leagues as well as joining

also been physically fit

the tag rugby league

for life this term and

which we look forward

took part in the healthy

to taking part in.

heroes workshop, where
they learnt more about
making changes to their
routines to ensure they
have a healthy lifestyle
and how important it
was to be active each

Our Year 5 children also

day.

The Orchard Primary
School
Gammons Lane

The children didn’t let
the awful weather
managed to make it all
the way to the semifinals!
The whole school also
Daily Mile, where

intra-sport session,
learning the skill of
netball. Some of our

Work together, learn together, succeed together

@OrchardPrimary

Physically : Creatively :

record breaking attempt

Academically fit for life

for the most children
taking part in the Daily
Mile. All children ran,
skipped, jogged and
even did the conga
around the Daily Mile
track, with Elaine Wyllie
MBE (the founder of the
Daily Mile) commenting
on how our children
were fit and cheerful.

great place to run!

They also took part in an

www.orchard.herts.sch.uk

were participating in a

Daily Mile track was a

games, they have

Paul Sutton

schools in Hertfordshire

She also said our new

progressed to the final!

Headteacher:

took part in the Herts

rugby festival held by the
being unbeaten in all

WD24 5JW

dampen their spirits and

took part in the tag
partnership and after

Watford
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The Orchard Primary School (cont.)
the final!

ACADEMICALLY FIT
FOR LIFE
As part of our vision to be
academically fit for life,
we have provided all
children with a reading
passport, in line with the

We have also been lucky

ALP reading lists for each

enough to have been

phase. Each child has

We have also celebrated

visited by Rabbi Zvi who

been given a passport of

World Maths Day this

held a whole school

their own, where they can

year, with a Smarties Day

assembly and discussed

enjoy reading all the

theme. Each child was

the importance of saying

books. The response to

given a pack of Smarties

sorry. Year 1 were then

this has been fantastic,

which they used to take

treated to a workshop

with most children having

part in a range of

where they learnt more

read at least one book

mathematical activities,

about the religion of

already from their

ranging from counting

Judaism.

passport! We also had

and sorting, to ratio and

many children having

percentages. All children

read 5 or 10 of the books,

thoroughly enjoyed the

with some children

different activities which

reading all 25! It is

they took part in during

fantastic to see the

the day.

children so excited about

During the spring term

reading and enthused to

EYFS started ‘Stay and

go home and pick up

Read’. In Reception these

their books.

sessions run every Friday
We took part in the Year 5
Mathematics challenge
this year. There were a
number of rounds during
the heats, which included

This theme continued
with our World Book Day
celebrations, with many
children opting to dress
up as a character from
one of the books from
their reading passport.

general knowledge,
memory and estimation.
The children worked
exceptionally hard before
the event to prepare and
this hard-work certainly
paid off with the children
coming 1st at the event
and making their way to

for 15 minutes, giving
parents an opportunity to
come into the classroom
and share a story with
their child. We have had a
fantastic response to this
with lots of parents taking
part, especially with the
new reading passports to
complete! Nursery also
takes part in this
opportunity every half
term, which will run to
the end of the year.
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The Orchard Primary School (cont.)
CREATIVELY FIT FOR

Year 6 then took part in

FEELING GOOD WEEK

LIFE

a STEM workshop, using

Orchard celebrated

In order to support our

mathematical skills

Feeling Good Week this

children with being

including scale factor,

term with a range of

creatively fit for life, all

percentages and

activities, workshops,

classes from Reception

fractions to discover

events and

to Year 5 have taken part

how half-giant Hagrid

performances for

in a class assembly,

was brought to life on

children and staff. Some

sharing their learning

screen. The children also

of the highlights were

with their parents and

got to see some of the

MIND workshops for

the rest of the school.

props used!

Years 5 and 6 where

The children all shared

they learnt strategies to

confidently with the

support positive mental

parents in a range of

health.

ways, involving drama
and singing too which
has shown how
creatively fit for life our
children are!
There were pamper
sessions for staff, who
also shared delicious
We have also been really
excited to begin using
our brand-new sensory
Year 4 and Year 6 were

trail along our Daily Mile

also treated to Harry

path. The children have

Potter Workshops,

enjoyed seeing all the

where they learnt some

wonderful colours and

of the secrets of movie

hearing all of the brilliant

making! Year 4 looked at

sounds created!

food. Electric Umbrella,
an organisation
celebrating everyone’s
uniqueness, performed
to the whole school and
showed that disabilities
pose no barriers to full
participation. To finish
off the week we had
three stand-up

the journey of film

comedians visit us from

production from the

Comedy Club for Kids,

script to what is seen on

to ensure we all went

the big screen. They

home with a smile on

studied the processes

our faces.

used, focusing on
artwork, plans, white
card models,
storyboards and the
finished sets used in the
Harry Potter film series.
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Waterside Academy

Waterside Academy
Rowans
Welwyn Garden City
AL7 1NZ

Waterside Academy is a

We deliver a curriculum

Everything and Read

small primary academy

that helps children to

afternoon on the Friday.

with a big welcome and

understand the world

an even bigger heart.

around them, both here

We have also recently

in Welwyn Garden City in

celebrated ‘Science Week’

We are very proud to be a

Hertfordshire, but also

and ‘Sports Relief’ and

part of the Agora Learning

within the wider world as

look forward to more

Partnership.

a whole.

engaging curriculum
opportunities.

My aim as the

We are passionate about

Headteacher here at

enhancing the future

SHROVE TUESDAY
CELEBRATIONS

Waterside (and indeed the

opportunities that our

Headteacher:

aim of all my brilliant staff

young learners will have

Toby Mills-Bishop

members) is to ensure

in life and believe these all

On Tuesday 25th

that the children who

start with a world-class

February our Cooking

attend our school are

and personally designed

Club took part in Shrove

kept safe and can learn

curriculum. We have

Tuesday celebrations by

happily, succeeding both

worked hard to re-build

making their own

academically and socially.

our curriculum so that we

pancakes. The children

We intend for our pupils

have progression and

learnt which ingredients

to enjoy a really engaging

challenge at every step.

they needed to use and

www.waterside.herts.sch.uk

@WatersideAcade1

Today's learning for
tomorrow's world!

why we eat pancakes on

and very broad
curriculum that is laced

For example, we have

this day. The children

with both knowledge and

recently celebrated ‘Book

thoroughly enjoyed

skills - all within our local

Week’ and we would like

having a go at tossing

Welwyn Garden City

to say a huge thank you

their own pancakes and

context.

to all of our parents and

adding their own

carers for supporting all

toppings.

Since the launch of our

of the activities held in

new academy in January

school during this week.

2018, we at Waterside
have worked hard to

We know that organising

design and deliver an

outfits for ‘World Book

engaging curriculum that

Day’ can be stressful and

ensures children leave our

adds an additional burden

school with both the skills

onto families but we are

and the knowledge they

very grateful for

need to be successful

everyone’s efforts. Thank

within the next phase of

you also to all of those

their learning and

who came in for our Drop

development.
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Waterside Academy (cont.)
SPORTING NEWS
On Wednesday 26th

which was added up and
all given to Sports Relief.

February, Waterside’s

In addition each class

netball team played

participated in a short

three matches at

10-15 run/walk during

Stanborough, winning

the day as well as a

two out of the three

Sports Relief Quiz for

games. Our first match

community Friday that

against Our Lady’s

week.

Primary School we
unfortunately lost 5-1
but we worked much
better as a team,
displaying our impressive
'up-court' passing from
defence to attack
securing us a win against
Brookmans Park and St
John’s School. There
was some excellent
shooting from our GS
Anna-Mae and GA
Nevaeh. A big well done
to you all!

On Friday 13th March,
we invited all children to
wear their own team
sports kits to school (e.g.
if they play for a football
team outside of school),
sporty clothing or PE kits
to school that day, in
return for a donation
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Thank you for sharing

Agora Learning
Partnership
The Orchard Primary
School, Gammons Lane,
Watford, WD24 5JW
Phone

Most of the content for

Covid-19. We would like

schools’ communities

this term’s newsletter was

to share with you here

during the last week or so.

written before schools

some of the great photos

closed due to Coronavirus

posted on Twitter by our

01438 844824
info@agoralearning.co.uk
https://agoralearning.co.uk/

@Agora_LP
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